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One of the greatest evils in the world is the sexual slavery of human beings in the form of Human
Trafficking. Consider how girls caught in this captive slavery view their life. Read their feelings in
the following statement that is a summary of what we have heard from those rescued:
After a long day and night of forced brutality and having been sexually raped by up to 40
men I cry all through the rest of the night and pray to be rescued; not even knowing if God
really exists. I have lost all hope and fear, with hopeless knowledge of the coming day
because I know it will be a horrible repeat of the endless days I have spent in this captivity. I
wake screaming out as my mind replays the stress of the most evil times I have experienced.
Even the kindest of clients (that used and abused me) cannot be trusted, not to pass my
pleas for help on to my captors. I have seen other girls that were “too sick to work” and I
have nightmares of seeing them brutally executed before my eyes.
Help me, HELP ME, HELP ME I cry!!! Even though as I cry silently. For me tears are no longer
a possibility. Who will help me? WHO will care enough to listen to my cries for HELP? Will

YOU?
There are several hundred organizations involved in the fight against Human Trafficking, but the
reality is that very little is being accomplished! The organizations have GREAT POTENTIAL just as a
stick of dynamite, but without a cap as a CATALYST the stick of dynamite is as dormant as the
current efforts. The STOPtrafficking.US efforts are not to be just another one of the organizations,
but to be that CATALYST to assist the multitude of individuals and organizations to fulfill and utilize
the many organizations' full potential that has been developed over the past decade.
A complete solution to the horrors of Human Trafficking cannot be accomplished without more
realistic solutions that will increase the number of rescued girls by factors of 10 to 100. The report
"STEPS TO A COMPLETE SOLUTION" identifies a three part strategy to successfully solve the
problem and give the existing hundreds of organizations the tools to STOP Human Trafficking.

This strategy includes:
 Cleaning up the DATA to understand the real magnitude of the Human Trafficking problem.
This is essential for a basis on which to develop realistic solutions.
 Establishing of SCIENTIFIC TASK FORCES to develop the necessary realistic solutions.
These solutions will increase the number of girls being rescued by factors of 10 to 100, find
ways to drive down the demand for sexual slaves, have a greater capacity for rehabilitating
girls who are rescued, and stop girls from being captured in the future.
 Assembling a WORLD GOVERNING BODY AGAINST HUMAN TRAFFICKING to bring together
all those involved in the management of organizations fighting against Human Trafficking.
This World GOVERNING BODY would coordinate the implementation of the solutions and
DEVELOP the FUNDING that will actually rescue and rehabilitate the girls, as well as stop
other girls from being captured into this horrible slavery. Note: this is NOT just another
world congress meeting to discuss the problem issues.
In light of the fact that only a few thousand girls are rescued each year out of an estimated
27 million world-wide, this comprehensive plan entitled, "STEPS TO A COMPLETE
SOLUTION" is essential. It is estimated that over 500 organizations and individual
researchers are involved in the fight against this sexual slavery and some have been working
for 10 years spending hundreds of millions. If any other field of humanitarian effort
recorded such a small level of accomplishment the results would be classified as a dismal
failure. In addition, if large numbers of girls were to be rescued they could not be
adequately housed or given realistic help to overcome the trauma that they carry. In the
USA only 70 beds exist to assist those rescued. With these facts it is obvious that something
must be done to develop actual, tangible, and legitimate solutions that will make a
difference. The document also presents three of the needed and essential follow up steps
to take after "STEPS TO A COMPLETE SOLUTION".
Those steps are:
 MAKING ALL THE WORLD FULLY AWARE of Human Trafficking issues, realistic solutions and
the war against this slavery; in order to enlist additional crucial support in this fight.
 REDUCING THE DEMAND for prostitutes and those that are sexual slaves.
 Establishing of MODEL REHABILITATION CENTERS to care for the increased multitude of girls
that will be rescued from the sexual slavery of Human Trafficking.
Please read all of the details in the entire report at www.STOPtrafficking.US or contact us at
ProjectLOVE@juno.com to see the full picture of why this approach is essential as a CATALYST to
real progress in the elimination of Human Trafficking. Become a PARTNER ORGANIZATION today!
You may know of or even support other organizations in this fight to stop Human Trafficking, but
please consider that all the girls are crying out to be rescued by expanded solutions and then
helped to overcome the trauma they will live with for life unless they get the needed help. Yes, help
develop the CATALYST that will make the existing organizations more effective by contacting us at
303-667-6919 Rev. Dr. Vaughn & Pastor Saudra Huckfeldt.

